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ABSTRtrCT OF THEsI8

Comparing

the Effects Multiple Roles have on Female
Professionals and their Families

Today more than ever professional women are juggling

multiple roles. with conflicting values, combining work and
family roles becomes difficult.
This thesis studies how a
group of women employed at a metropolitan medical center
perceive the effects their multiple roles have on themselves
and their families. Specifically, this thesis explores the
hypothesis that women who see themselves as having good self
esteem will also report their families as having a better
understanding of their work challenges. Those women will
indicate that their families participate in at least 25-EOZ of
the household responsibilities, compared to those women who do
not feel they have good self esteem. Other hypotheses
pertaining to professional women will be explored.
To study these hypotheses the author chose a guantitative
descriptive design using a questionnaire to survey zz female
managers between the age 30 to 50. Findings indicate all
women acknowledge having good self esteem" Responses varied
in the amount of understanding of work challenges and
participation in household responsibilities their families
provided.
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IT{TRODUCTION

find it hard to balance their personal need for
connectedness, while remaining detached within their career so
they can be competitive. Many female professionals raised in
the L94O t s to the L960 | s were socialized to be trstay at home
momsrr modeling after their own mothers. Using mothers and
other females as role models, they were taught to define
themselves in relation and connection to other people and
their needs (Gilligan , L982 | tr]. 7l . By defining themselves in
relation to others they feel responsible for their family t s
happiness. Suhsequently, if something goes wrong in their
family not only she, hut society will hold them personally
responsible. Iilomen f ind their identity enmeshed within the
family system.
In ad.dition, women have fallen into the trcompassion traptl
by transferring their role of nurturing, protecting, and
fostering from home to work (KieI, l-983 , p. 11) . They
experience dissonance between interpersonal qualities, and the
recommended attributes needed for successful upward career
mobility such as competitiveness, driv€, and ambition.
Theoretically speaking, women find it easier to accept the
feminist position internally, than by demonstrating it in the
outside world (Eckenrode & Gore, Lggl-, p. Bg).
Women r s positions in the family have been effected
historically. During the second half of the Lgth Century
changes were occurring in the industrialized societies. A
Women
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. 7-l I . At the same time the
families need to maintain a certain standard of living
increased women I s interest in emptolrment. Subsequently, the
divorce rate went up.
The female r s transition from home to work has positively
affected her development for a stronger sense of identity,
increased standard of living, role expansion, improved
decision making, independence, social support network, and
broader sex role concepts for her children (Jones-Robbins,
L992, p. L32; Stewart, l-980, p. L97').
For professional women, stress in managing a career can
spill over and strongly affect their personal life (Davidson
& Cooper, L983, p. 38) . Managing the stresses and strains of
maintaining their dual roles continues to be a challenge.
However, many report feeling more positive about themselves
and their multiple roles even though they experience an
increase in stress leve1.
Mens I change in attitudes is slow1y moving toward
accepting women in careers. Due to females working outside
the home, men have increased their participation in household
and child care duties I , however women still
perform a
disproportionate amount of the responsibilities.
Another positive effect women I s employment has had on
children is increased cognitive and social development for
children of working mothers (Dornbusch & Strober, L98I, p.
1-92) . Studies also indicate children of employed mothers were
(

Dornbusch and Strober, l-988 ,

p
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better adjusted than those children whose mothers were not
urorking.

In addition,

a woman t s marital satisfaction maybe
dependent upon how satisfied she is with her job. (Ray, LgBB,
p. 48). Husbands providing financial, emotional, and chore
support to help advance her career can positively affect the
marriage. Having a spouse involved in her career, having nontraditional sex roles, egual decision making, and being
marriage centered rather than career centered has positively
affected marital satisfaction.
The purpose of this study is to explore the stresses,
challenges, and positive experiences professional women are
currently facing when trying to successfully blend career and
family life.
As Social Workers and helping professionals, we must not
only be aware of the stresses and challenges women facer we
must also be especially careful not to stereotype roles within
the family and work setting.
This would only perpetuate
patriarchal patterns of inequality. As change agents, social
workers may need to re-social i.ze themselves as weII as others
to think in new ways about families, assisting them to
function in a cohesive supportive manner.
The author has conducted an extensive literature revier,r
to determine the effects multiple roles have on female
professionals and their family. A comparison takes place
between the literature review, hypotheses, and the results
3

from a quantitative study, of 22 female professionals age 30-

50 who are employed at a metropolitan medical center.
Recommendations of supportive senrices geared toward female
prof essionals and their farnil ies as well as a discussion of
limitations of the study will follow.
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I,IEERATURE REVIEIr

An understanding of the stress and challenges female
professionals and their families face in daily life is
essential in order to impact the readers awareness and
importance of this subject. An integrated summary of key
topics related to professional women t s multiple roles follows.
Fenale Eocialisation and Conflict
Sex role stereotypes get instilled early in life.
They
are the rrrulesft we use to judge social hehavior which hecomes
a part of our daily thinking, habits, and judgement (Davidson
& Cooper, l-983, p. ALi Schenkel , Lggl-, p.E). Our sex role
stereotypes are witnessed in our family of origin. rtWhether
healthy or dysfunctional sex role stereotypes can be used as
a guide for future relationshipsrf (Johnson, L990, p. 60 ) . f n
addition, a majority of women were brought up in a patriarchal
family system with hierarchal rules and restrictive gender
roles.
Developmentally, a females process towards identity was
connecting through personal attachment, empathy, continuity of

relationships with others, and an ongoing identification of
self with mother (Lerner, L99L, p. GT). This process leads to
flexible, permeable ego boundaries making for a stronger sense
of a connected self through interpersonal relationships
(Ellickson & Latona, 1990, p. 38; Gilligan I LggZ, p.7).

5

Sex role socialization for females has created conflict

between her goals of career achievement and a need for
connectedness through relationships.

are often times
encouraged to put more energy torrards the succ€ss of their
relationships than their own independent Iives, causing
internal conflict (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, and Tarule,
L986, p. 291 . Ellickson and Latona (1-990, p. 39) describe
women I s frustrations toward achieving autonony by experiencing
discord between nurturing, emotionality, empathy, and the
characteristics considered desirable for career advancement
such as drive, competitiveness, and ambition largely
attributed to males.
Obstacles Elocking EeIf Esteem and Autonomy
SeIf esteem is important hecause it increases our chance
to find happiness in life, and makes it possible for us to
cope with lifers disappointments and changes. SeIf esteem is
the most important thing affecting our psychological well
being (sanford-Tschirhart & Donovan, l-985, p. L). When we
report having a good sense of self and self esteem and can
function independent of others, then we are experiencing
Women

autonoily.

According to Betty Carter ( Lerner, l-gg L , p. 6 ) our
gender, c1ass, sibling position, ethnic hackground, personal
history, theoretical orientation, experience, r*isdom or lack
of wisdom, and our consciousness or unconsciousness can affect
our self esteem positively or negatively. Based on this view,
6

uomen often times accept and perpetuate the feminine
stereotypes of fragility, dependency, and passivityr Els well

as idealize
Women

men.

have been encouraged to be dependent and can be

portrayed as helpless to a partner. Some feel rtlittle girltt
gualities can make females more attractive.
According to
Lerner (L99L, p. 14) mothers tend to foster dependency in
female children. Lerner I s research ( L99l-, p. 16) indicated
that men and women tend to eguate assertive independent
striving of girls and women as a loss of femininity.

Intellectual ability and competence has generally been
discouraged as females have been trained, to he tr feminine. r,
Women are not supposed to outsmart men. Although women are
acknowledged for their female ttintuitionr rt generally speaking
they are not given credit for heing organized and logical in
their thinking.
Lerner (l-991-, p. 1O) cites a study
administered to college women in L972 eguating academic
success as having detrimental social consequences.

Girls are given less permission to differentiate than
their male counterpart ( Lerner, l-99l- , p. G7 ) . They have been
taught that their value and identity rests largely on their
ability to love and be loved. Therefore, many women haventt
achieved autonomous functioning that would allow them the
opportunity to stand alone. Husbands or significant others
may stand in the way of the females t attempt to change and

7

grow, seeing it as a threat affecting the predictability
the relationship.
a

of

SeIf esteem is the measure of how much we like and
approve ourselves. (Croshy, L987, p. 721 We are responsible
for our own growth and self esteem. However, a female I s
multiple roles, role conflicts, and societies negative
attitudes can get in the way of her achieving increased self
esteem. If she has insufficient self esteem she witl not be
ahle to act in her own best interest. fn order to overcome
this downward spiral she needs to build upon her personal
strengths and surround hersel f with others urho view her
positively.
I'tultiple Roles
Globally speaking, women are increasing their
participation in paid employment while maintaining their
traditional ro1es. Their involvement in the labor force has
provided them with the opportunity to use their education and
satisfy their need to develop their self-identity.
Aryee
(L992, p. IL4) defines work-family conflict as a form of
interrole conflict in which role pressures from work and
family are mutually incompatible to some degree so that
participation in one role is made more difficult hy virtue of
participation in the other roles. In contrast, Eckenrode and
Gore (1990, p. 65) conducted a stud.y with findings indicating
the conflict between work and family was not a
Iloment E

I

result of incompatibility hetneen the two, but because the
woman had more to do than time would aIlow.
Aryee (L992, pp. 816-8L7) believes that individuals have
a liurited amount of energy and nrhen involved in multiple
roles, they become drained which causes stress or interrole
conflict. Aryeets literature review (Sekaran, L}BZt pp.
L11-t79) indicated married professional women due to their
training are likely to perceive their work as another primary
ro1e, increasing the possihility of work-family conflict.
Theoretically speaking, many women experience role
stressors such as role ambiguity, role conflict, and role
overload in the work environment. These woman report fatigue,
negative feelings, and tension when they perceive themselves
in any of these situations (crosby, Lgg?, p. 6i Eckenrod,e &
Gore, 1990, p. 11).
Eckenrode and Gore, (1990, p. 61) says married women can
expect little
accommodation for their role accumulation"
Irlives still perform a disproportionate amount of the
household tasks. Employed married women report more of a role
overload than married women who are fuII time housewives.
However, multiple roles can enhance feelings of personal
worth, security, and promote psychological wetl being by
providing a sense of meaning and purpose to ones life.
Married women with muttiple roles who are employed, appear to
have better mental health than unemployed women involved in
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less roles. (Drago-Piechowskit L992r p. l-35; Eckenrsde &
Gore, 1,990, p. 62).
Eckenrode and Gore, (1992, p" 82) performed a study on
one hundred and thirty five women professionals with preschool
kids. Sixty seven trere university professors, and sixty eight
were business professionals. Questionnaires were sent to the
participant and their spouse prior to a two hour personal
interview with the female professional on1y. The husbands
were instructed to mail their guestionnaires back. The
questionnaires and interview focused on the multiple roles the
female professional occupies. The wives thought their marital
relationship suffered when working, while their husbands
disagreed. Findings indicate the children's relationship
suf fered more from mothers I emplolrment . Additionally, the
wives seemed to feel the cleaning was more of a problem than
their husband. Both agreed her energy was low and that
affected her ability to enjoy activities with the family.
Wives tend to experience two to three t j-mes more conf I ict
juqgling work and home responsibilities than their husband.
Husbands tended to predict their wives stress leveI to be
lower than she reports it to be, yet were more concerned with
their wives role overload that she was.
Women experience role overload when they have too much to
do as a result of their multiple ro1es. Drago-Piechiowski
(L992, p. L35) cites a study conducted by Krause and GeyerPestello (1985, pp. 49-671 indicating conflict between work
10

predicted depression among
married women. Women who perceived their roles as conflicting
were more depressed than women comfortable with their roles.
Some women with multiple roles have reported. superior
psychological and physical health (McBride, L990, p. 381;
Barnett & Baruch, 1985, p. L35) . This may be due to a womants
sense of control in choosing her own ro1es, ils well as the
presence of personal resources, personal control, and social
support contributing to the lessening of role strain (Amatea,
Fong, L99 L, p. 421 .
and home roles significantly

Eos llothers Enplolment fmpacts the Children

feel guilty about not being home to care for
their children, even though they leave their children with
qualified day care providers. Most of these women were raised
by stay at home moms. Twenty to thirty years later, this
model continues to exist if not consciously, unconsciously
(Bergf L985, p. 25). This is the model women continue to
measure themselves to.
Increasingly women are wanting
intellectual and financial satisfaction without compromising
their children r s needs.
In L990, 64* of the women were employed out of the home
compared to L2* of the women in Lg50. (Eckenrode & Gore,
l-99 0 , p. 61) . Of these women, mothers of preschool children
comprise the fastest growing segment of the work force. If
Many women

LL
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projections are correct, nearly 70+ of mothers and infants
with young children will be employed fuII time by l-995 (Scarr,
Phill ips , & HcCartney, l-989 , p. l-4 07 ) .
Berg (1986, p. 59) states doctors feel it is optimal for
the child to have a mother at home for the first three years.
However, she also indicates there is no documentation or study
in psychological literature, to support this view. Dr. Jerome
Kagan (Berg, 1985, p. 59) a noted Harvard Psychologist did a
comprehensive study of children beginning day care at age 3\
months and found that day care children are no more or less
attached to their mother than children raised exclusively at
home. The main difference between the two populations was
that children with two employed parents are less likely to
make sex stereotyped assumptions about femaler/maIe roles and
are like1y to be more independent (Berg, 1986, p" 59;
Dornbusch & Strober, L988, p. Lg4).
Scarr, Et aI (1989r p. L406) reviewed recent child care
Iiterature written hy psychologists. All agreed that highquality child care has no detrimental effects on intellectual
or language development. High quality day care has been shown
to compensate for poor family environments and promote better
intellectual and social development in children. Childhood
experts do not see child care as a risk factor in children r s
Iives i rather poor quality care and poor family environments
can produce poor developmental outcomes.

L2

The timing of mothers emplolrrnent is crucial .

It appears
that returning to work when the child is young is less
disruptive to the child than when he or she is older. Bonds
formed between children and their caregivers didn t t replace
the mother-child attachment relationship.
Dornbusch and Strober, (L988, p. 192) states studies have
found that teachers rated children of employed mothers as
better adjusted. Employed mothers have been found to be more
attentive to their children when they are together, using more
direct and intense 1: l- interaction and social stimulation of
their child than non-employed mothers. Studies also show
fathers time spent with the children increases when the female
is employed. According to Dornbusch and Strober (L988, p.
L92) children age two and three were more independent and peer
oriented but had lower Stanford Binet I. Q. scores than those
children trhose mothers weren I t employed. In contrast,
Dornbusch & Stroher ( l-988, p. L93 ) stated children from
employed mothers can also have a high I.Q. attributing this to
Iess children in the family/more adults per child.
Daughters of working mothers can be more achievement
oriented, more socially competent, and less defined by their
social role (Dornbusch & strober, L988, p. Lg5) . They have
been found to be more independent, autonomous, and active than
daughters from non-working mothers. According to Dornbusch
and Strober, (L988, p. L96) dual career parents feet more
positive towards their daughters than their sons. Employed
t3

mothers describe their daughters more positively than nonemployed mothers. Adolescent daughters of working nothers

score higher in academic achievement. School age daughters
show more admiration for their mothers, and value the female
role more so than daughters from non-working mothers. It has
been noted that a closer bond hetween father and daughter can
develop when the mother is employed.

A study by Smith (Dornbusch & Strober, t-gBB, p. 200)
involving 268 female high school students reported daughters
of working mothers expressing more favorable attitudes towards
combining family and career than did daughters from nonworking mothers. Adolescent daughters of working mothers were
more likely to name their mothers as the person they most
admired. rn scarr ( L989 , p. L4 04 ) daughters of employed
mothers were more likely to pursue careers than daughters with
unemployed mothers.

Eckenrode and Gore

, p. 1,i.9 ) indicate that by
adolescence the ef fects of mothers emptolrment are more
positive than negative especially for girls. Gilbert, Dancer,
Rossman, and Thorne ( l-991 , p. l-08 ) suggest that even though
adolescents have benef itted from their mothers emplolrment,
they are stilt faced with the challenge of how to integrate
the for:ruerly dif ferentiated roles.
Evidence suggests that sons of employed mothers are more
socially competent and achievement oriented (Dornbusch &
Stroher, L988, p. Lg7)than sons from unemployed mothers. They
( 1 99 0
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tolerance and approval for less rigid female
roles. However, they are viewed less positively than their
sister in a dual career family. Dornbusch and Strober (1988,
p. l-96) indicated sons of employed mothers can receive lovrer
amounts of stimulation than from non-working mothers, just as
show an insreased

pre-school sons get less attention either positively and
negatively when both parents are employed. The assumption may
be that males should be more independent and self sufficient,
therefore needing less attention.
When the mother isn I t
employed both parents pay more attention to the son.
Findings are mixed regarding motherst emplolrment heing
beneficial or detrimental to a childrs upbringing. fn some
cases, maternal emplolrment from a single or turo parent family
can increase the childts anxiety or depression. How the
family views mother I s emplolrment as positive or negative
impacts the childrenrs adjustment. Adolescent children with
less supervision d.ue to moms employment may result in more
delinguent behavior or increased sexuality of daughters.
Eckenrode and Gore ( 1-99 0 , p. l-2 0 ) suggest adolescents of
working mothers are at higher risk of d.eveloping mental health
problems.
When mothers

work, children view adult recreation, work,

and home related

activities as more similar for men and women.
This expansion of sex role perceptions in children of working
mothers is present as early as nursery school (Dornhusch &
strober, l-988, p" l-95). Playingbalr, crirnbingtrees, jumping
1-5

t

rope are more likely to be categorized as sex neutral.

Scarr,

Phillips, and McCartney (L989, p. 1,404) noted increased
income, higher self esteem for mothers, and less sharp
distinction hetween male and. female roles as positively
benefitting childrenrs perceptions of women in their multiple
roles.
Ir[eus Reaction to Female Emplolment
In Crosby (L987, pp. 109-1-2L) Robert Weiss and his
colleagues studied seventy randomly chosen occupationally
successful men between the age of thirty five and fifty five,
qrhom reside in Boston. Six to twelve hour inter-riews were
conducted with each of the men and their wives. The study
showed that men often times see their work as a way to meet
responsibilities for their families. They view their wivers
emplolrment primarily as a way to achieve a better life.
Men
see themselves as unselfish as they support their wives
emplolrment. At times they feel misused when in addition to
forgoing their wivefs presence in the household, they are
expected to contribute more to the household chores. The
tasks men perform are more accessible to change than are mens
understanding of who is genuinely responsible for the tasks.
Generally speaking, men do not appreciahly increase the time
they give towards home maintenance, child care and other
family activities when their wife is employed. Even when
their wives have significant careers, men traditionally have

L5

a hard time modifying their hehavior, beliefs, and actions to
provide the amount of support needed.

, p. 421 intervievred thirty professional
men and women, hoth married and divorced people, BS weII as
psychologists and experts in the field of human relationships.
These experts report that husbands are suffering from
diminished self esteem due to their wives employment. They
also indicated men are feeling threatened by the independence
their wives job creates. Some men state they feel abandoned,
feeling their trife only cares about her work. Divorce has
climbed with the increased employment of women. DuaI careers
lead the nation in the number of divorces (Ray, LgBB, p. 39).
Iilorking males are less likely to he divorced than their female
counterparts. (Campbell, L9BT , p. 42)
Often times men are initiatty committed to an equal
relationship, only to find it difficult to maintain their
equalitarian stance when they arenrt getting the attention
they want. When men are feeling vulnerable they often
times give up and revert back to being the traditional male.
This is the only way they can see to regaining control over
their life.
In spite of the added stresses, many men according to Ray
(1988, p. 40) express high levels of satisfaction with their
marriages. The two-career lifestyle offers a number of
benefits including a higher standard of living, increased
sharing, and expression of equalitarian values.
Campbell

(

L987

t7

JoAnn Ray (L988, p. 40) using the snowball techni{uer
conducted a study mailing two guestionnaires to one hundred

couples in a western city (population 300r000). A twelve page

guestionnaire addressed questions regarding their careers,
marriages, hotr they combine their urork and marriag€, and their
attitudes toward their marriages and careers. one hundred and
four guestionnaires were returned, from forty two couples. The
average age of the male was 42 and the female was 38. On the
averagre, the people that responded were well educated, well
paid professionals. The men as well as women reported high
levels of satisfaction with their careers and perceived their
spouses as being moderately to very supportive both
financially and emotionally. Men showed an increase in chore
division but still
viewed the chores as a woman I s
responsibility.
fn this study, men appeared to have more
power in dual career marriages, but not to a significant
degree. As indicated in this study, men hold significantty
more traditional views of sex roles than do women. They felt
even if their spouse works the man should have major
responsibility for the couples fj.nancial plans. Men reported
the more actively involved their spouses were in their careerf
the higher their marital satisfaction.
Men value their wife performing most of the household
chores. Their bend towards a traditional style may slow the
process toward equaltarian marriages. Men t s feelings of

18

abandonment, competition, and anger need to be recognized,

dealt with as a couple.
I ProfesgLonal tomanIe Reaetion to Marriage and Career
The effects of women I s employment can reduce
opportunities for women to spend time with their husbands,
increasing stress in the relationship. Women experiencing
more work stress reported higher levels of global stress and
lower levels of marital adjustment than those experiencing
less work stress (Sears & Ga1ambos, L992, p. 795). The link
between women t s work, stress, and marital relationships are
most likely to get played out after work at home.
The Journal of fndependent Socia1 Work (Ray, L988,
p. 45) indicated women report giving more support to their
husbands than they receive. Many women chose men who promised
to support them in their profession. Some became angry
(Campbell I L987, p. 44) when their husband withdrew support
they thought they were promised. hlomen who can accept that
life and men can sometimes be unpredictahle seem to weather
the storms much better.
Iilhen a woman is employed in a career her power in the
marriage has a strong chance of increasing. The chores are
more apt to he shared. However, when asking professional
women would they move if their husband had a good joh offer,
almost two-thirds agreed that they would follour (Ray l-988, p.
47). I{any women still consider their careers as secondary to
their hushands.
sommunicated and

L9

Divisl.on of Child Care and Eousehold Duties
According to Faludi (1991) national surveys indicate
women perfotm 70t of the household duties.
The burden of
unpaid or paid work falls disproportionately on women in two
career families (Dinerman, L992, p. 79i and Eckenrode & Gore,
L990, p. 62). In addition, women spend more hours on child
care than their hushands who have more time for leisure as a
result.

, p. 84 ) points out that ,rmen expect to
help with home and child care tasks where as women expect men
to share these tasks.tt Women are only slightly more in favor
of equal task division than their husbands. This is because
women want to maintain control in this area. I,ilomen are apt to
have higher housekeeping and day care standards than their
Dinerman

(

L992

husbands.

I{en who are more career oriented than career centered

tend to participate more with the chores. Eckenrode and Gore
(1990, p. 75) studied professional dual career couples and
deter:mined that 75* of the couples experienced conflicts

almost every day between work and family responsihili-ties.
Eckenrode and Gore cited four of the biggest conflict

situations:
1. Getting the children ready in the morning
2"
Juggling time between work and family

20

3

.

Leaving work early due to meeting the children

t

s

needs

4. Employment travel time
fn a study, Drago-Piechowski (L992 , p. 1"33 ) pointed out
that married women with children in dual career marriages
spend 53 hours per week in housework and child care compared
to 7.5 hours their hushand spent in these activities.
lrlomen
reported feeling less depressed when their husbands helped
with the housework.
Hushands help more frequently with household tasks when
their wife works. Many women try to rrdo it allrr which results
in role expansion instead of equalitarian role sharing (Ray,
L988, p. 46). Women have heen socialized into believing it
their responsibility to cook and clean as men more frequently
repair things and mow the lawn.
Etress Acroeg Uultiple Roles
Theoretically speakingr trhow controllable or predictable
a task or event is affects the degree to which it is
stressfulrr (Averil1, L973 | p. 29Ol .
A high level of
psychologically demanding tasks coupled with a low level of
control over the tasks creates frustration that over time can
damage your health (Baruch, Biener, & Barnett, L987, p. L3L,
Drago-Piechowski t Lggzt p. 133).
Professional women report psychological distress symptoms
such as anxiety, fatigue, depression, and sleep disturbances.

2l-

Physical slrmptoms reported are increased headaches, and an
upset stomach (Nelson, Quick, Hitt, & Moesel , l-990, p. L73).
One hundred eleven women physicians and one hundred and
three women PhDts were selected from the St. Louis area of
Washington State University to be interviewed for the presence
of depression. Forty six percent of the MDrs and seventy
three percent of the PhDr s were found to suffer from
depression. Welner, Marten, Wochniek, Davis, Fishman, and
Clayton (L979, p. L72) concluded that evidence of high
educational and social achievement are associated with
depression. When depressed subjects were compared to well
subjects, the rates of prejudice experienced were higher in
the depressed population.
There is conflicting information regarding the effects
multiple roles have on women. A greater number of roles can
create more stress, overload and conflict.
The scarcity
hypothesis supports this, contending that individuals have a
finite amount of energy and when involved in multiple roles
their energy becomes depleted causing stress (Aryee I L992, p.
IL4) . However, the enhancement hypothesis (Baruch et. aI. ,
l-987 , p. 13 4 ) bel ieves that when you increase your energy
reservoir and add roles, the more potential for increased self
esteem and reduced stress.
Studies comparing mental or physical health of employed
versus non*employed women generally found employed women to be
advantaged. (McBride, l-990, p. 381-," Barnuch et.aI., Lg87r.
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Barnett & Barucht L985, p. L35). Although symptomatology is
affected hy marital and job satisfaction, mental health may be
affected more by marital than by job life.
Work seems to
buffer some marital stress, just as multiple roles may conceal
of the negative ef fects Elenerated by a particular role.
Multiple roles can enhance feelings of personal worth,
security, and promote psychological well being by providing a
sense of meaning and purpose to ones life (Eckenrode & Gore,
1990, p. 621 .
some

Stresses experienced at work or home can spilI over to

the other domain. In Bolger, Delongis, Kessler, and
Wethington (L989, p. L81), spillover of stress from work to
home is more common for women than the reverse. This is
possibly due to gender dif f erences regarding hor,,r women are
socialized towards taking care of the housework and child
carg.

have f ound they can reduce the ef f ects of a
stressful work situation by decreasing their work load at
home. The greater her internal locus of control, the less she
perceives role overload and role ambiguity (Robinson & Skarie,
l-986, p. L63 ) .
The Pro t s and Con I s of Being a Female Dlanager
The rising educational qpalifications of women and their
increased participation in the labor force has provided thern
with the opportunity to satisfy their need to develop their
self identity. As a result of their employment they serve as
Itlomen
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better role models for their children while increasing the
family income.
According to Bray ( l-99 L , p. L l- L ) women are entering the
managerial ranks in gror*ing numhers, a pattern that is
expected to be more pronounced in the next century. Between
L977 to L985, the number of female managers increased LOz*,
while the number of male managers increased only 48. Schwartz
(1989, p. 68) states 80+ of new entrants into the work force
over the next decade will involve diversity of hiring
practices, consisting of women, mj-norities, and immigrants.
Over the past decade, the number of graduating women from
leading universities has been much greater than the increase
in total number of graduates (Bray, l-ggl-, F . LLZ i Camphell,
L987, p. 44). Itlany of those women are at the top L0t of their
class, the typical source of recruitment for leadership
positions.
As the number in management increases so does their
influence. Women are increasingly demanding that their unique
characteristics be recognized and affirmed at work.
Unfortunately, women are often times expected to be
committed to their work rrjust like mentt at Lhe same time as
they are to give priority to their fanily (Ayree , LggZ,
p. 824). The belief from top male management being a womenrs
role is in the home, not the board room. As those values
remain unchallenged, top management can block the progrress of
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the advancement of women regarding the blending of rrork and
family roles (HaII , 1,99 0 , pp L2-L3 ) .
Irlomen in management positions often times provide an
interactive leadership style coming primarily from how they
were socialized.
They actively work to make their
interactions with subordinates positive for everyone involved.
Women managers encourage participation,
share power,
inf or:uration, and enhance other peoples sel f worth. rt is
important to them that their employees feel a part of the
organization (Rosener, l-990, p. L20). Chernesky and Bombeck
(1988, pp. 48-51) studied 92 female administrators affiliated
with the executive women in human resources to understand how
they implement their managerial responsibilities from a
women t s perspective.
Questionnaires were used for data
collection. Respondents age ranged from 32-74. The mean age
was 47 years. They were highly educated; two thirds had a
masters degree, the remaining were holders of a hachelor or
doctorate degree. The results found that nearly two thirds of
the respondents believed they handled their management
position differentty than a typical male manager in their
position. A majority cited providing concern, sensitivity,
and empathy toward others as the biggest difference in
qualities they offered compared to their male counterpart.
Investroent and support of workers was the second most
important quality they felt they had to offer. Appreciation
of dual roles and responsihilities of female employees in
25

relation to career and family, as well as commitment to staff
participation in decision making followed as the third most
important qualities.
However, we must he careful not to presume women are

completely different in their management styles compared to
men. The manaqJement style between males and females often

times overlap i giving credence to the fact that individual
experiences play a part in shaping our management styles.
tr{any f emale managers claim they have to be better at
their job than their male colleagues in order to be accepted
at the same rever. (Davidson and cooper, r-983, p. r.6), Due
to lack of self confidence and credibility pressures, some
female managers have a maj or probtem delegating j obs. Women
especially in non-traditional jobs have a need for role
clarity because of increased visibility
attached to their
behavior (Aryee I L992 , p. g 12 ) .
The turnover rate of female managers is two and a half
times more than among men (schwartz, Lg8g, p. 6E). This is
partly due to maternity leaves, and a woman, s tendency to
search for a position that will provide her with intrinsic
significance, social importance, and meaning in what she does.
Female managers differ from male managers not onty in
turnover rate, they also vary in earnings. Dornbush and
Strober (L988, p. L67) state in the L97o|s women earned Got of
the wage or salary of men who work fuII time. In Lg86
(Ne1son, Et.dI, l-990, p. l-71,) woments salaries increased to
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?ot of males salaries in comparable positions. Some reasons
given for pay differences were unequal financial returns to
equal productive characteristics, and women remaining in
typically
female dominated positions (social worker,
beautician, nurse, teacher, etc. ) . In practice, women need to
challenge the sexist division of labor within the profession
by supporting and encouraging each other in areas regarded as
traditionally male (Kiel, 1983, p. L3).
In Reifman, Biernat, Lang, 1,99 L , p. 5 , Robinson, Skarie,
1986, p. L57i and Nelson, €t.al .L990, p. l-70, it was suggested
that lack of career advancement with increased decision
making, role ambiguity, role overload, lack of authority, and
sex discrimination was the reasons for increased stress at
work. In the spillover model the daily tensions previously
mentioned, and satisfactions experienced at vrork can carry
over to home life (Bolger, et.al. l-989, p. L7g). For the
professional woman, work related stress interferes with other
aspects of her living situation (not heing able to relax once
at home) having to complete the majority of the household and
child care duties herself (King, Winett, 1986, p, 480).
The woman striving for career and family can he a maj or
player in any company or corporation. Providing flexibility
and family support will help the two roles to function more
effectively together.
As hetping professionals, social workers can support
workin[l Holnen in the hlending of their career and family roles
27

by promoting social acceptance and participation of nontraditional sex roles within society. Encouragement of men
and children to take ownership in sharing equally the
household and child care responsibilities is necessary to the
success of the dual career families.
In addition, social
support is needed to promote acceptance of both boys and girls
to be empathetic, ambitious, and autonomous.
The author expects to have similar findings in regards to
family participation with household and child care
responsihilities. The author I s research focuses more on how
the female professional views her parenting, than the
literature review conveys.
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lrlomen

from age 30 to 50 were socialized to he the primary

caregiverr irs well as taking on the main responsibility for
the household duties. Professional women have had to switch
gears when entering their profession, forcing them to reassess
their roles within the family. The renegotiation of roles has
caused stress and strain on farnily and work relationships.
The author has been employed at a metropolitan medical
center as a manager for over seven years. During this period
of time she has gotten to know some of the managers personally
as well as professionally. What she has witnessed is a
discrepancy between some female professionals actions and
their values at work compared to home. The author has deduced
that the blending of work and family roles is very difficult.
A guestionnaire was designed to determine the effects multiple
roles have on a metropolitan medical center manag'ers.
EypotheELs 1l

in the sample who see themselves as having good
self esteem, will also report that their family helps at
Ieast 25-50+ of the household responsibilities.
Those
women will also report that their family understands
their work demands.
Elpothesis 2t
tilomen in the sample will report receiving more respect
for their expertise from their colleagues and superiors,
at work, than from their family.
Irloruen
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Elpothesis 3l
Women in the sample will be divided in their responses
between agreeing and disagreeing as to whether their
family has accepted their comhined role as mother/wife
and manager.

ulpotheeis I I
Women in the sample will see themselves as acting in
different ways at work than at home.
Elpothesis 5:
Women in the sample will report most of their stress
being generated from home demands and relationships than
from work demands and relationships.
Elpothesis 6:
Women in the sample that see themselves as having good
self esteem will also see themselves as a good parent,
functioning well in their field, heing employed
positively affecting their parenting, and seeing
themselves as a good spouselsignificant other.
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Researeh nesign

The study is descriptive and mostly guantitative in
nature (Rubin & Babbie, L989, pp. 1,87 & 363). because it is
distinctly trying to describe the characteristics of a certain
population. It is a cross-sectional design.
Population

The study population was female managers from a
metropolitan medical center who were either married, tiving
with a significant other and/or had kids, and were hetween 3050 years of age. The sampling frame was a metropolitan
medical center phone list (see Appendix C) . Out of 35 female
managters, 24 met the criteria to be given the questionnaire.
Data Colleetion
The questionnaires were hand delivered with verbal and
written instructions provided. The consent form (Appendix A)
made it clear to the subjects that their participation was
voluntary. By filling out the guestionnaire they have given
their consent to participate. The subjects were to fill out
the self-administered questionnaires and route them back in
the envelope provided by a certain date.
Twenty two
questionnaires were returned (92* return rate) ,
Pre-Testing Questionnaire
The guestionnaire was reviewed by three managers prior to
being administered to determine if there was any problems with
sentence structure, bias and clarity

3l-

of the guestions asked.

individual and family gross income
were changed so they wouldnrt overlap.
The income categories under

tleasureg
The measures used in this study included several closed
ended single item questions. A maj ority of the questions are

in Likert format providing ordinal response categories (Rubin
& Babhie, L989, p. L79). Two questions (25 & 271 are open
ended eliciting a numerical or one to ttrro word response. The
demographic responses of the participants were purposely
placed at the end of the guestionnaire to prevent loosing
their participation at the beginning.
Data Bnalysis
The responses to the quantitative data is listed in the

order the questions appear on the questionnaire. The
qualitative data for questions 25 & 27 will be presented in a
narrative fom.
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Sunrey Results
TLE.T.E'1
1-

Having good self esteem means feeling positive ahout
uyself in areas including but not restricted to: being
competent, likeahle, attractive,
trustworthy, and
intelligent.
I have good self esteem.
Response

Strongly agree

Number

of

Women

7

Agree

L4

Somewhat agree

4
0
0

l_

Disagree

0
0

Strongly disagree

E
32
64

All professional women agree to some extent that they
have good self esteem.

TTET.E )

2.

According to Kay OrNeil and Michelle Meyers (professors
at St. Iilarys College, MpIs, W), rra feminist is any women
or man who believes in equality for all, and acts on it.rr
Based on this quote, I agree with the feminist
perspective.
Restronse

Strongly agree

Numher

of
5

Agree

14

Somewhat agree

3

Disagree

0
0

Women

E
23
54
13
0

-Strongl y disagree
o
AII agree to some extent with the definition of feminism.
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3.

My colleagues respect me
Response

Strongly

Agree

for my expertise.

Number
aqlree

of

I

Women

23
73

5
L6
1
0
0

Somewhat agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

4

0
0

1,00t agree to some extent that they are respected
their colleagues for their expertise.
mlEtT.lr
4

a

by

n

tly superiors respect me for my expertise.
Response

Number

Strongly agree

of

Women

32
64

7

Agree

14

Somewhat agree

g

L
0
o

Disagree

Strongly disagree

4

0
0

10Ot of the women agree to some extent that they are
respected by their superiors for their expertise.
TAtrT.IT

5.

E

Overall, my children are proud of
Response

Number

Strongly agree

of
I

Agree

Somewhat agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

me

Women

professionally.
z

10

44
56

0
o
0

0
o
0

1O0+ of the women agree to some extent that their
children are proud of them professionally.
(This
question was not applicahle to four of the women. )
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5.

ItIy spouse

is proud of

Strongly

professionally.

Number

Response

Agree

me

agrree

of
I

Women

z

10

44
56

0
0
0

0
0
0

Somewhat agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

L00t of the women agreed to some extent that their spouse
is proud of them professionally. (Three women did not
respond to this guestion because they are not married. )
TART.E 7

7.

I coordinate and carry out
of the family
household, errands, and scheduling responsibilities.
Response

Number

o
26
5L

25t
50t
75*
7 6-L00t

of

Women

o
5

0

23
59
L8

1,3

4

A majority of the
responsibil ities .

women

*

carry out 5L-754 of the family

TABT.F': 8

8.

The children do

and

s

chedu

Response

0
26
5r.
7

1

of the family household, errands,
ing r-espon s ib i I i t i e s .
NU$her -qf

25*

l-9

50+

0
0
0

7

5*

6-r.OOt

Wom-en

*
L00
0
0
0

All women that have children state they participate in
family responsibilities O-25t of the tiue. (Three women
didntt respond as the question wasnrt appropriate to
their situation. )
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a

lIy spouse/signif icant other does
of the f amily
trousetro1d,eirands,andscheduring@nsibi1ities.
Response

o
26
51
7

Numher

of

W.ou-en

I

25*

50t
75*

6-L00*

z

l-L

45
55

o
o

o
o

55t of the women state that their spouse/significant
other participates in the family responsihilities 26-50*
(The question was not applicable to two
of the tiue.
women. )
TABT,TI

l-o.

1O

Generally speaking, I receive more respect at work than
I do at home.
Response

Number

of

Women

z

Strongly agrree
Agrree
Somewhat agree

7

o
L3
32

Strongly disagree

L0

45

2

0
3

Disagree

55* of the
TL RT.tr

1

women

9

disagreed with this statement.

1

LI. My spouse/significant other understands when I have to
work long hours or bring work home.
Response

Numher

Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree

of

z

6

30
35
30

0
1

5

6

7

Strongly disagree

Women

0

95t of the women agree to some extent that their husbands
understand their long work hours, and need for bringing
work home. (Two found this question not applicable to

their situation)

.
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12.

children understand
bring work home.

My

when

Number

Response

Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree

I have to work long hours or
of

z

Women

4
2

L2
47
24
L2

L

5

2

I

Strongly disagree

83t of the women agree to some extent that their children
understand when they have to work long hours and bring
work home. (Five women didnrt respond to this question
because it urasnrt applicable to their own situation. )
TAFiT.E: 1 ?

13.

My relatives

have accepted my combined role(s)

sPouser/utother and manager.

ResponEe

Number

Strongly agree

Agree

of
I

z

,Women

36
55

L2

Somewhat agree

I

2
0
0

Disagree

Strongly disagree

as

0
0

100* of the women agree to some extent that their
relativesi have accepted their combined ro1es.
rFLETT.F 1A

L4.

I can he the same person and act the
I do at home.
Response

Number

Strongly aflree

Agree
Somewhat agree

of

Strongly disagree

at work as
B

0

0

LL

50
23
27

5
6
0

-Disagree

Women

same way

0

73+ of the women agree to some extent that they can be
siame person and act the same way at work as at home.

the
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L5.

1T

reEonshipi.
Respo-nEg
Number of Women
E
-8ofmystressisgeneratedfromworkdemandsor

o
2
5
7

25+

27

6

5-50t

I
I

L-7 5*

6-L00t

36.5
36.5

0

0

Sixteen of the women are egually divided betr'reen 26-5Ot
and 5L-75t of their stress heing generated from work
demands or relationships. All agree that they receive
some stress from their work.
|TtIETT.F 16

L6.

refationships.
Resnonse
Number of Women
z
-+ofstressisgeneratedfromhome1ifedemandsor

0

1-0

2

7

25+
6-sO+

5r.-75t
7 6-100t

45
32
23

5
0

o

45t of the women believe O-25t of their

stress is

generated from home demands and relationships.
rFI ETT.F

1 'T

L7. I believe being employed has positively affected
marriage.
Response

Number

Strongly agree

of

Somewhat agree

3

0

o

2

Disagree

Strongly disagree

z
32
42
L0
L6

6

I

Agree

Women

my

84+ of the women agree to some extent that being employed
has had a positive ef fect on their marriagte. (Three
persons did not respond. )
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18.

I believe heing employed has positively
parenting.
Response

Number

Strongly agree

of

Women

Somewhat agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

my

z
24
33

5
7
4
4
1

Agree

affected

1,9

19
5

7 6* of the women agree to some extent that being employed
has positively affected their parenting. The women range

from strongly agree to strongly disagree with this
statement. (This guestion did not apply to one person. )

TLE.T.E 1O

L9. I function well in my field.
Response

Number

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

of
I

Women

z

l-4

35
64

0
0
0

0
0
0

1O0* of the women strongly agree

function well in their field.

or agree that they

TART,tr] 2 O

20. I

am

a good parent.

Resnonse

Number

Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Disagree
Strongly disa gree
100* of the

7

14
0
0
0

Women

z
33
67
0
0
0

agree or strongly agrree that they are
(This did not apply to one person. )

women

good parents.

of

39

TtltT.tr ) 1

21. I

am

a good spouse/significant other.
Number of.

Response

Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agrree

Women

l-5

24
72

l-

4

0
0

0
0

5

Disagree

Strongly disagree

z

72* agreed to being a good spouselsignificant other.
1008 agreed to one extent or the other that they were a
good spouse/significant other. (one did not respond. )
Tt trT.F

AA

hours per month.

22. I volunteer between

Hours Volunteered per h/onth
(32.0%)

wwz o-5

r10-15
(4 0%l
(4.0%)

(46.0%)

(10.0%)
(4.0%)

A

maj

ority of

month.

women

EEffiEr

15-20

ffi

20-25

-26+

volunteer betureen 5-l-0 hours per

40

TATIT.E ?A

hours per week.

23. I work between

Hours Worked in a Week
(18.0%)

(18 0%)

E

(4.0%)

0-10

ffi

10-20
20-30

w_

30-40

EE+EI]

$.a%j

r----r 40+
(s6.0%)

56t of the

women

trork 40+ hours per ueek.

TABT.E:2N

24. Years you have heen employed at your current position.

Years in Current Position
I
6

ffi

4
2
0

o-2

3-5

6-8

Years

ffi ffi ffi ffi
9-11 12-14 15-17

17+

A maj ority of rromen have worked 3 -5 years at Ridgeview
trledical Center.
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E

What is the highest educational qualification

25.

you

completed?

Educational Level
Q7 a%)
Wv.vA

(4 0%)
(60 0%)

(e o%)

Graduate
Undergraduate

l--l
ffi

\r/66ational

l::i;ii::::+!::i

J L[l.llO

f

UO

lleg g

60* of the women have completed the bachelors degree,
followed by 27+ completing their graduate degree.
Areas of specialty listedr
Computer Science

a

Nursing

t

Psychology

a

Dietetics

o

TART.E )

.

Health Administration

a

Hea1th Care Science

a

MBA

a

Graduate Nursing

A

26. Marital status of female professionals.

Marital Status
a 20
$ 15
.g
o
(d

I0

tr-

o
1t

0
Married

Living Together
Remarried

Sep./Divorced
Single

Widowed

68t of the women are married, followed by remarriage and
separated/divorced. No one was living together with
someone, or was of single status.
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27A. Total numher of children in each category.

Number of Children in Specific Age Group
t-

o 15

E
&

u

10

+

5

ffi

Data A

0

0-5

6-1

A majority of
category.

12-17

1

women

18+

have children in the 6-LL year

rPART.tr )'7It.

278. Iiluubers- of children in each family.

Number of Children
(e.0%)

(54 0%)

(5 0%)

ffi

0 Children

ffisr 1 child
Wvm

? Children

l-r

3 Children

(32.0%)

A majority of the women have two children in their
family, followed by women who had 3 children totaI.
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28. Individual Gross Income.

lndividual Gross Income
a 8
C

(g

6

''F
LI

4

(E

o-

2

o

+

0

0-4,999

10-14,999 20-29,999 40-49,999
5-19,999 30-39,999 50-59,999
5-9,999

60,000+

1

A najority of the

women made

an income between

(Two persons did not disclose
$49 r 999.
$40, o0o
financial inforuration) .

TART.F: 2q

29. Gross Faruily Income

Gross Family lncome
1

o
L

1

0

(u

I

(J

6

o-

E
$

TL

o
!+h

4

ffi

2
0

0-9,000

ffi

ffi

20-29,999 40-49,999 60-59,999
10-19,999 30-39,999 50-59,999 70-79,999

90,000+

A majority of women come from families where their
comhined income is at least $40r000.00.
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Discussl,on of Eurrrey Results

All the women surveyed see themselves as having good self
esteem. A majority of the women reported their spoqse
perfoming at least 25-50* of the household responsibilities,
whereas their children assisted O-25* of the time. (Question
I measuring the children r s participation in household
responsibilities should be excluded from the results because
many of the women conmented that their children were too young
to provide much, if any help). Most of the women report their
family (spouse and children) as understanding their work
deuands. 59t of the women indicated they provided 51-758 of
the household responsibilities. The results tend to support
the author I s first hypothesis.
The second hypothesis was not supported by this group of
women. A majority of women say they receive more respect from
their farnily than from their colleagues and superiors at work.
The majority of women strongly agree or agree that their
relatives have accepted their combined role as spouse/mother.
The author predicted the women t s responses to be divided
between the rangre of agreeing to disagreeing. Hypothesis
three was not supported.
The author expected the women to report that they act
differently at work than at home. However, 508 said they
could act the same in both environments, thereby not
supporting hypothesis four. It should be noted that only 23*
somewhat agreed with this statement and 27* indicated they had
acted differently in each setting. I t'ronder how many clearly
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understood the question to apply it effectively to their

own

situation.
Higher levels of stress was reported by the women from
work demands or relationships, than in the home environment.
In hypothesis five, the author predicted it to be the other
way around.

As was previously mentioned, aII women in this study
report having good self esteem. out of these women a majority
agree that being employed has positively affected their
marriage and how they parent. Most agree they function well
in their field of expertise. AII strongly agree or agree that
they are a good parent and/or spouse. The results coneur with
hlryothesis six.
A najority of the professional women are married and have
two children. They have been in their current position for
3-5 yearg and work 40+ hours per rreek. Most have an
undergraduate degree, have an individual gross income between
9+0r000-$49,999t and a gross family income of $Bor0oo+. on
the averalfe, they volunteer 5-1-O hours per month.
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DISCUSSIOH

Sex role socialiaation for females has encouraged
connectedness through relationships with others, where as
pursuing a career can require some detachment to be
competitive and ambitious. Women struggle betureen the two
trying to achieve autonoily. The literature review and the
results from the authors research agree on the stresses that
affect self esteem which are built into female socialization.
Female professionals are involved in multiple roles which
can increase their stress level at work and home. Woments
work stress can spillover into her home life affecting her
family.
The literature review and authorrs research indicate men
are increasing their participation in household and child care
responsibilities while their wife is employed, but not egual
proportionately. The mother continues to accept the child
care and domestic obligations as her responsibility.
Both the literature review and this study indicated women
feel supported hy their husbands in their career. Although
this may be true, the women said in the literature review the
support they received wasn I t equal to the amount they gave to
their husbands.
Ray ( l-988 , p. 48 ) says a woman I s marital satisf action is
determined by how satisfied she is with her job. The results
from the guestionnaire used for this thesis suggested that
employment positively affected their marriag€. Conversely,
Eckenrode and Gore, (L992t p. 82) in the literature review
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cited a study where working Homen felt their marital
relationships suffered, their husbands disagreed.
Being the same person and acting the same way at work as
at home seemed possible for a majority of the women in the
authorrs study. Eckenrode and Gore, (199L, p. 89) agreed more
with the author I s fourth hypothesis, indicating that rr it is
easier for working women to internally accept the feminist
position than demonstrate it through their actions. fr
A majority of the women in the authorts study agreed that
they were respected by their supervisors and peers. The
literature
review shared mixed viewpoints on women r s
acceptance in leadership roles. Responses varied from trying
to change a woman I s styre to be more like a man I s, to
recognizing the differences in styles and applauding the
strengths and values the female perspective brings to
management levels.
OveraII, the female managers at a metropolitan medical
center appear to feel more positively about their multiple
roles and hor,.r it affects their family than the literature
revieur indicated with comparable women. This is possibly due
to the women aL a metropolitan medical center atl indicating
they had good self esteem. According to the literature
review, good self esteem affects how women feel about their
multiple roles. Additionally, women in the health care field
are known to have a high degree of care taking tendencies and
therefore are used to juggling multiple ro1es.
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that female professionals report more
support and less stress experienced from their family than
their place of employment because of the perceived job
instability and high levels of stress they are experiencing
currently in the health care field. Because women have heen
socialized to be caretakers first, they may have learned to
deal with stress more effectively at home than at work.
ruplications
rrThe role of women in society prescribes certain
behaviors and expectations that are often contradicting, tt
(Drago-Pieckowski, t992t p. 138). Social workers and other
helping professionals should he aware of these constraints and
how they impact professional women and their family, in order
to be able to affect change and support neutrality within the
family.
The dual career lifestyle is in the evaluation
process where few guidelines exist for couples. This area
could use further exploration, with possible solutions.
The author believes
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IJIUITATIOHS

OueBtionnaire

The guestionnaire was closed ended to provide greater

uniformity and clarity in the data collection process.
However, in Iimiting the choices, potentially clarifying
additional responses were not possible.
Questions one and two could have been more clearly
written.
The definition of self esteem could have been
expanded. In addition, using Kay and Michellets definition of
feminism may have been too limiting.
Question I should have
had a rrnot applicabletr category because some children were too
young to help with family responsihilities.
Some important demographic information was left out to
protect the anominity of the participants. Perhaps age and
residence could have heen a significant indicator.
Question 27 requesting number and age of children was
hard to measure. Questions 26, 28 , and 29 had numbers listed
after each category that serrred no purpose.
The questionnaire was reviewed by three female
professionals but not filled
out.
Firring out the
questionnaire might have provided more insight as to how
functional it was.
Population
The study sampled a specific group of professional

women

in a medical setting instead of being a probability sample of
American women. The sample size was small, lacking variance
in geographic location, and diversity within ethnic groups.
50

The guestionnaire was given only to the female professional.

A guestionnaire given to the spouse and children could have
provided additional insight from the families point of view.

5L

CONCIJUSIONS

will continue to increase their participation in
the job market while trying to balance their traditional
roles . DIultiple roles can improve sel f esteem by enhancing
feelings of self worth. Although child care and family
responsibilities faII mostly on the female, males are taking
a uore active role when their wife enters the job market.
Society stilt sees child care and household duties as the
womanrs responsibility.
More work in this area is needed to
make couples egually responsible in these areas.
The literature review indicated more positive than
negative outcomes for children of mothers who work. As a
result, Iess sex stereotyping of female/male roles takes place
(Berg, l-986, p. 60; Dornbusch & Strober, L988, p, L94).
Returning to work when the child is young appears to be less
disruptive than urhen they are o1der. Children from working
motherfs have been found to be more socially competent and
well adjusted than children from non-working motherfs.
The divorce rates for dual career couples have increased.
Some women who have married expecting support in their
profession donrt receive this.
Some men may have adverse
reactions to their wifers emplolrment, vrhile others recognize
the benefits of a dual career family.
Some women found that the more control they had in their
career, increased their power within the marriag'e. However,
women still
think of their careers as second to their
husband I s career.
Women
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are growing in numbers in the management f ield.
Hiring practices are expected to include more female
minorities. Values need to be re-examined so barriers can be
removed which block the way towards eguality. Depending upon
individual experienoe, women show strength in providing an
[{omen

interactive style in managing employees.
$lomen continue to make less f inancially, than males
performing the same j ob. As a society we need to encourafle
egual pay, conq[uering the sexist division of labor ( Kiel ,
l-983, p. 13).
FURTHER EIUDY

A comparison of other female managers in hospital
settings within the metropolitan and outlying areas to
determine likes and differences could prove beneficial. In
additionf surveying women in other professions within the same
age group and comparing the responses from these women to the
female managers from the hospital setting would most likely
elicit a variety of contrasts and similarities.
Further study from a social urork perspective needs to he
done from the ehildren I s perspective to determine how children
are af fected by their mother t s emplolrment. Research seems to
be one sided from the adults t point of view. fn addition,
further study is needed to determine how we can empower
society to support dual income families. Future research on
women I s emplolrment is
also necessary to identify work
conditions that enhance their psychological well heing.
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BECOIIII{ENDATIONS

their families could benefit from
a variety of support systems to establish or maintain an
intact family system.
Professional

Lt

2.

3.

women and

According to Harvard Business Revierr (Schwartz , L989 | p.
7L) employers must take an active role in planning for

maternity and elder care leave for hoth men and women,
and providing flexibility
for re-entry. In addition,
increasing support systems, flex-time, and providing good
qpality health care can be invaluable.
Confront problematic issues says Campbe1l (1987,
p. 44). Communication is necessary to foster growth.
Detaching from one I s anger provides the opportunity to
make room for a healthy conversation. Reframing problems
can make them more workable. Seeking personal or
spiritual counseling through a therapist can provide the
opportunity to ventilate concerns and seek redirection.
Participating in counseling could increase a persons
sense of personal control.
Mental health professionals or employers could sponsor a
series of programs through Community Education or the
place of employment to deal with work/family related
issues. Hing et aI . (1.986, p. 461 recommended topics be
presented on social support systems, time management, and
stress management.
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4

t

Work organizations should provide flexihle time and
monitoring systems to help manage the demand.s of Iif e
(Ne1son, et aI . ,

5.

6.

, p. 18 L ) .
rndividual I s should get to know a role model or mentor
(Jones-Robbins, L992, p. L3I) that shares the same values
as they do, that encourages them to reach their
potential.
rndividuals shourd deverop mutuarly empowering
relationships with men and uomen in the work place and
home. The focus being on collaboration instead of
Lg g0

competition.
.l

rf therapy is being considered, seeing a same sex
therapist for individ.ual therapy courd provid.e a good
opportunity for role modeling. one may open up more
freery to a person of the same sex (Lerner, LggL, p.
L36)

8.

o

.

Femares should rerax their

own standards of role
performanse and learn to adopt different ways of handling
the murtiple demands (Eckenrode & Gore, 199L, p. gz).
supporL fathers
for
assuming more personar
responsibilities for planning and implementing family
life (scarr, Phillips, andMccartney, r-989, p. r-402).

Social workers as well as other helping professionals
should have an understanding of individual and family
differences in relation to gender, race, religion, ethnicity,
and age to develop appropriate approaches to support the
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family unit.
Dual career families need support as they
struggle to redefine their family roles.
Encouraging a positive change of societal attitudes
towards working mothers is essential. This can he done by
challenging societies biases and stereotyping of females, as
well as recognizing the unique qpalities female professionals
bring to their career.
Policy changes should be implemented to reduce emplolrment
discrimination and promote better employment opportunities for
women. In addition, a push for policy reforms affecting the
workplace allowing for hoth men and women to take maternity
and elder care leave, fls weII as participate equally in child
care duties. Strategies are needed to encourage equal pay
between men and women while eliminating occupational
segregation. Social workers must support and see value in the
unigue qualities female professionals bring to their careers,
that differs from their male counterparts. Women have the
freedom to choose a career, family, or the combination of the
two. They also have the right to expect to be supported in
whatever decision they make.
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Dear

I am in the process of completing my graduate degree in
social work at Augshurg college. one of my final projects
is to write a thesis. I have chosen to focus on the female
professional and hotr she balances her multiple roles.
A part of my thesis project involves surveying female
maRagrers at a metropolitan medical center between the age of
30-50, who are married and/or have a family. If you meet
these qualifications, I would tike you to be involved in the
study. If you agree to participate, the survey should take
ahout L5 minutes to comprete. Your participation is
voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will
not affect your relations with this researcher or this
medical center. r promise that your answers wirl he
anonlmous. Please do not put your name on the form. Your
consent to participate is assumed.
The purpose of this research project is to
fully what issues and obstaeles significantly
professionals. Your participation wiII help
knowledge in this area. I will g1adly share
upon reguest.

understand more
impact female
expand our

the results

Thank you for taking the time to review my proposal. r
hope that you will agree to participate. P1ease enclose
your completed questionnaire in the envelope provided, and
route it to me during the day at 555-5555 ext. 555, or 5EE5555 in the evening.

Your support is greatly appreciated.
S

incerely,

Pat Parsinen
Enclosure

lppendix

A

The

Effeet of t{ultiple Boles on

Female Uanagers
l,Iedica1 CEnter

at a ltetropolital

For the following guestionsi, please choose the one response that best
fits, and put an X on the foltowing line.

L.

2

3

4.

5.

6.

*
7

8.

Having good self esteem means feeling positive about myself in

areas including but not restricted to:
being competent,
likable, attractive, trustworthy, and intelligrent. I have good
self esteem.
Strongly aElree_ Agree_
Somewhat aElree_
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
According to Kay OrNeil and Miche1le Meyers (professors at St.
I{arys College, }IpIs, MN), rra feminist is any women or man who
bel ieves in egual ity f or all , and acts on it. rr Based on this
guote, I agree with the feminist perspective.
Strongly agree_
Agree_
Somewhat agree
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
My colleagues respect me for my expertise.
strongry aElree_ Agree_
somewhat agrree
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
My superiors respect me for my expertise.
Strongly agree_
Agree_
Somewhat agree_
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
OveraII, my children are proud of me professionally.
Strongly agree_
Agree_
Somevrhat agree_
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
N/A_
My spouse is proud of me professionally.
strongry aflree_
Agree_
somewhat agree_
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
N/A_
For the three following questioncr, please divide the percentages
so the total doesurt exseed 100t.
I coordinate and carry out
of the famity household,
errands, and scheduling responsibilities.
0 2s*
26 508
5r- 752
76
1,004
The children do
of the f amily household, errands, and
scheduling responffiities.

o

9

25+_
26 5oA_
5l_ 7 54-_
76
1_Oo Z_
ttly spouse/significant other does
of the family household,
errands, and sched,uring responsiffities.
0 25226 508_
5l- 7sZ_
76 L00B
Appendix

B

1"0.

Generally speakingr, I receive more respect at work than I do at

home.

Strongly agree_
Disagree_

Agree_
Somewhat agree
Strongly disagree_
l-L. lly spouse/significant other understands when f have to work long
hours or bring work home.
Strongly aEfree_ Agree_
Somewhat agree_
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
N/A_
L2. I.Iy children understand when I have to work long hours or bring
work

L3.

14.

home.

Strongly aElree_ Agree_
Somewhat agree
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
N/AMy relatives have accepted my combined role(s) as spouse/mother
and managter.

Strongly agree_
Agree_
Somewhat agree_
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
I can be the same person and act the same way at work as f do
at home.
Strongly aElree_ Agree_
Somewhat agree
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_

*

For the next two questions, please adflress hos much of ysur
stress is grenerated from work coupared to home life? (The two
answera eannot total over 100t1

L5.

* of my stress is
refationships.
25+

508

75*

generated from work demands or
L00t

]-6.-8ofmystressisgeneratedfromhomeIifedemandsor
relationships.
25*

50t

7s8

r-00t

L7.

I believe being employed has positively affected my marriage.
Strongly aqtrree_ Agree_
Somewhat agree_
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
N/A_

l-8.

I helieve being employed has positively affected my parenting.
Strongly agree_
Agree_
Somewhat agree_
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
N/A_

l-9. I function well in my field.
Strongly agree_
Agree_
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
20. I am a good parent.
Strongly aElree_ Agree_
Disagree_
Strongly disagree_
2L. I am a good spouse/significant other.
Strongly agree_
Agree_
Disagree
Strongr\, disagree
*

Somewhat

agree_

Somewhat agree

N/A-

Somewhat agree

PIeaEe cl.rcle one for each eategory.

f volunteer between
hours per month.
0-5
t
5-t-0
2
10-15
3
15-20
4
20-25
5
25+
6
23. I work hetween
hours per week:
0-L0
1
L0-20
2
20-30
3
30-40
4
40+
5
24. Years you have been emproyed at your current position:
o-2
l3-5
2
6-8
3
9-LL
4
L2-t_4
5
L5-L7
6
L7+
7
22.

25.

What is the highest educational qualification you completed?

*

Highschool/GED
Voeational Training
Junior College
Undergraduate Degree
Graduate Degree
Doctorate
Area of Specialt
Please aircle or fiII in

2,6.

Are yous

L

z
3

4

5
o
7

Dlarried
tRemarried
z
Living Together
3
Single
4
Separated/Divorced
s
WidoffWidower
G
27. Please write in how many children you have in each category
0-5 years
6-11 years
L2-L7 years
18+

28.

Individual gross annual income
0-4,999
L
5, 000-9 r ggg
2
l-o | 000-L4 ,ggg 3
L5, o00-lg r ggg 4
20, 0o0-2g r gg9 5
3 0, 000-39 , ggg 5
40, 000-49 ,g9g 7
50, o00-59 t99g g
g
60, 000+

29. Your gross family annual income
0-9 r 999
L0, 000-Lg r ggg
20, 000-29, ggg

30r000-39r999
40, 000-4 g ,ggg
50, 000-Sg r ggg
60, 000-59 r 999
7O , O00-79 ,ggg
80r 000+

l2
3
4

5
6
7

g
g

Thank you for your time.
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GIOESARY

Interrole Conflict
lfork and family domains are incompatible to a degree so
that participation in one role is made more difficult by
virtue of participation in the other roles.
Spillover Model
Negative conditions and daily tensions experienced at
work increase stress that trspilloverrt into the home life
(Sears & Galabos,

LggZ

I p.

?Bg)

"

Scarcity Hypothesis
People have a finite amount of energy when involved in
multiple roles. The roles can drain the person causing
interrore conflict and stress (Aryeet Lggzt p. Br-4).
fnternal Locus of Control
A sense of control that comes within the person,
believing her roles are of her own choosing (DragoPiechowski , LggZ t p. 13 6 ; Robinson & Skarie, l,9g 6 ,
p. 163 ) .
Enhancement Hypothesis

their energy and adds roles, they have
more potential for self esteem and reduced stress
(Baruch, Biener, & Barnett, L9BT, p. l-34).
I{hen one increases
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